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GRAND VIZIER RETIRES
The Grand Vizier’s Ball sees the retirement of long-serving Politburo member
Dillon Burke. Dillon joined K.A.O.S. in 1989, had the best night of his life at a
party later that year and first served on the Politburo in 1992. Dillon was
Dictator in 1993 and went on to be Grand Vizier in 1994 and 1999. He has
also made a non-trivial contribution to the field of Antarctic Geopolitics. You
can ask him about that if you want to be bored to death with a diatribe on the
plight of the Patagonian Toothfish.
When asked why he was stepping down Dillon said “It is time for me to move
on and do other things with my life, like this PhD the University is funding me
for. It has been an enourmous amount of fun and I don’t regret the time
wasted on KAOS at all”.
At this time the Dictator is yet to announce who may be promoted to fill the
vacant position on the Politburo. “We’ll just find some first year that doesn’t
run away fast enough.” He is rumoured to have said. “Oh no” said another
source inside the Politburo “We’ll have to stop looking pretty and do some
work now”.

BUG HIVE CLEANSED!

Kaos.org.nz
The Web Development Team are hoping to expand the
content available on the kaos.org.nz pages this year.
One area that we need help in is the club archives. We
are seeking copies of K.A.O.S. related stuff that has
been produced over the last nineteen years. If you have
any great memoribilia or photographs we would really
like to see copies.
Contact jwm@plain.co.nz or
hairy@sloth.southern.co.nz for more information.
Due to popular demand a
second run of the I’m On The
Side Of The Angels t-shirt is
being considered. The run will
proceed if at least twenty
orders are received. If you
missed out on this great t-shirt
you have another opportunity
to purchase one for the
amzingly resonable price of
$25.00.
Orders must be placed with
Dillon Burke before Friday 21
May. Dillon can be contacted
at 351-2331.

On Friday 30 April roughly twenty-five K.A.O.S. agents
gathered together in the UCSA carpark for the Starship
Troopers round.
After some mandatory bickering,
Marine Officers and a Hive Queen were elected. The
Bugs then went and laid their ambushes while the
Marines established their tactical doctrine.

Do Not Sniff

Overall the heavy weapons carried by the Marines
proved telling on the night. In contrast to last year the
Marine discipline was tight and Bugs were unable to
raven and slay. The first game ended in a clear Marine
victory when Hive Queen O’Sullivan was soaked to
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CREDITS FOR THE GRAND VIZIER’S BALL
The Thanks of the Grand Vizier goes out to all the
wonderful people who helped make everything at the
Grand Vizier’s Ball possible, especially John Morten,
David Maclaggan, Sharon Henry, Dave of The Drawing
Room, Angela for all the videos, Matt Powell for the
cartoon, and Matt for the Video Projector. Souvenir ties
are available from the Grand Vizier at 1:00 am.

Continued from page one
death.
To even things up the GMs ruled that for the last game
the Marine reserve ammunition supplies were ‘defective’
and that their heavy weapons (the garden hose 1500
Super Soaker Sweepstreeters) were suffering a
mysterious malfunction. The Marines then formed a
defensive perimeter in a clearing and attempted to hold
out for five minutes.

If you don’t want to writhe in the fires of Hell, unlike the
poor unfortunates above who decided that they couldn’t
make it to the Grand Vizier’s Ball, then you had better
start planning for upcoming round of Millennial Parties
and – you had probably forgotten – 2000 sees the 20th
Anniversary of K.A.O.S. at the University of Canterbury.
Don’t forget to buy the T-shirt!

It was all over in four minutes. Wave after wave of bug
warriors tore the marines into tiny little pieces. Next time
we think both sides should have waterpistols though.
____________________________________________

Master Assassins
The following code names have been registered for the
Master Assassins of K.A.O.S.
Caleb Anderson

Alhazred

Leon Adams

Junior

Alex Verdonk

Lazarus

Martin Ell

003

Matt Powell

Jester

Dillon Burke

Vizigoth

EDITOR WANTED FOR THE ILLUMINATOR
A new editor is being sought for the Daily Illuminator.
Interested parties should apply to the Dictator.
Applicants should have access to basic computing
facilities and a good quality printer. The job involves no
renumeration in return for an expectation of producing
something interesting to read at all the big K.A.O.S.
parties. Ability to spwell check and put apsotrophes’ in
the grammatical correctplacement necescarry not.
Back issues of the Daily Illuminator are available from
Dillon in return for a small contribution to his printing
costs.
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